CELEBRATING EMORY'S FIRST-GEN COMMUNITY

EMORY FIRST-GEN WEEK

NOVEMBER 6-13, 2020

Share your story!

#EmoryFirstGenWeek #EmoryFirstGen

EMORY UNIVERSITY
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6
VIRTUAL KICKOFF
#EMORYFIRSTGENWEEK #EMORYFIRSTGEN

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
FIRST-GEN FACULTY WALKS
SIGN-UP TO WALK ON CAMPUS OR LULLWATER WITH PROF. GIACOMO NEGRO OR PROF. ANDREW KAZAMA

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8
NATIONAL FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE CELEBRATION
JOIN THE NATIONWIDE CELEBRATION OF THE FIRST-GEN COMMUNITY @COETALK @FIRSTGENCENTER
BCJ FLI SUPPORT SYSTEM SHOUT OUT
RECOGNIZING FRIENDS, FAMILY, AND OTHER NETWORKS SUPPORTING FIRST-GEN STUDENTS

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9
‘FIRST & ________’
SHOWCASING DIFFERENT FIRST-GEN IDENTITIES

INTERVIEW WITH CARMEL FENVES
EMORY FLIP PRESIDENT BRIAN LE DISCUSSES THE FIRST-GEN EXPERIENCE WITH EMORY’S FIRST LADY

FIRST-GEN STORY CIRCLES
STORY CIRCLES WITH KIM LOUERDMILK AND IDEAS FELLOWS

OQA FIRST-GEN DINNERS @ OXFORD COLLEGE
ATTEND A DINNER WITH THE OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE AFFAIRS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10
OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE AFFAIRS OFFICE HOURS
WALKING OR VIRTUAL MEETINGS WITH THE OUA, HELP US LEARN ABOUT YOUR FIRST-GEN EXPERIENCE OR ASK ANYTHING!

EMORY FLIP: NAVIGATING EMORY AS FGLI
STUDENTS SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCES AND TIPS FOR SUCCESS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11
OXFORD FGEN TABLING
MEET OXFORD FGEN STUDENTS AND WRITE THANK YOU CARDS FOR YOUR FGEN SUPPORT SYSTEM

BEYOND EMORY
HEAR FROM VICE PRESIDENT OF ADVANCEMENT & ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT AND FIRST-GEN GRADUATE JOSH NEWTON

EMORY FLIP VIRTUAL SOCIAL
MEET & SOCIALIZE WITH OTHER FIRST-GEN STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12
EMORY FLIP FINANCIAL AID Q&A
TALK WITH FINANCIAL AID OFFICERS AND HAVE ALL YOUR FAFSA QUESTIONS ANSWERED

OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE AFFAIRS OFFICE HOURS
VIRTUAL MEETINGS WITH THE OUA, HELP US LEARN ABOUT YOUR FIRST-GEN EXPERIENCE OR ASK ANYTHING!

EMPOWERING FIRST LIVING & LEARNING
COMMUNITY DOCUMENTARY SCREENING
JOIN EMPOWERING FIRST FOR A NETFLIX WATCH PARTY AND DISCUSSION OF BECOMING

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13
HINDSIGHT BECOMES FORESIGHT: CONVERSATIONS WITH FGEN FACULTY AND STAFF
FIRST-GEN FACULTY AND STAFF SHARE THEIR PATH TO AND THROUGH ACADEMIA

EMPOWERING FIRST LIVING & LEARNING COMMUNITY:
FIRST-GEN GRAD SCHOOL PANEL
HEAR AN OVERVIEW ABOUT APPLYING TO AND ATTENDING GRADUATE SCHOOL AS A FIRST-GEN STUDENT

1915 SCHOLARS: FIRST WRITE THE WORLD
JOIN 1915 SCHOLARS FOR A FREE-WRITE EXPERIENCE THAT INVITES IMAGINATIVE EXPRESSIONS OF WHAT IT MEANS TO BE FIRST-GEN IN 2020.

Questions about this schedule? Email oua@emory.edu.